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Greeting from McRee Ford

From all of us at McRee Ford, I would like to take this opportunity to say "Thank You" for being a part
of our McRee Ford Family. We sincerely appreciate each one of you, our Customers, because it is you
that makes it possible for us to make a difference in the communities we serve. Take some time to be
with those you cherish and make the most of this holiday season.

As I reflect on Christmas, and look forward to the start of the New Year, I realize that we are very
blessed. Blessed to have a great team of employees, and blessed to have a wonderful family of
customers. All of this makes it possible for us to move ahead into our 72nd year of business this
coming April. Again, thank you for being part of our McRee family, it truly is an honor to serve you.

Blessing to you for a healthy, prosperous, and Happy New Year!

Mitchell Dale
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McRee Ford Celebrates Employee Tenure

McRee Ford is fortunate to have a great team of employees and each month we recognize our
employees’ employment anniversary by taking them to lunch.  It is just a small way we can say
“thanks” to our employees and everything they do for McRee Ford and our customers.

The employees joining us in December were:

Don Campbell, Service – 20 years
Marie Johnson, Administration-20 years
Dylan Castle, Pre-Delivery – 1 year
Rob Beeman, Parts – 20 years
Mike Floyd, Sales Operations – 5 years
Kelly Ingram, Parts – 10 years
Jana Williams, Administration – 3 years

That is an average of 11.28 years!  Thank you!

Also in attendance were Molly Dale Crow, Carter Dale, Dain Crow and Mitchell Dale.  Thank you to all
of the December employees for your dedication to McRee Ford!  We look forward to another great
year!
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McRee Ford Holiday Hours

We look forward to sharing this holiday season with you.  Our holiday hours will be....

 

NEW YEAR'S EVE - Monday, December 31st-All departments open until 6:00 pm

NEW YEAR'S DAY - Closed Tuesday, January 1, 2019

Normal business hours Wednesday, January 2nd
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Salesperson of the Month 

Congratulations to our November Salesperson of the month! We are happy to announce that Jeff Kuhl
(New Vehicle), RJ English (Pre-Owned Vehicle) and James Tillman (Overall Sales) led the way in
November. Thank you for all of the hard work, keep it up! 
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Car Care: Winter Weather Maintenance
Vehicle upkeep strategies for when Mother Nature turns chilly

Winter poses unique challenges for your vehicle. Give your car an edge on this season’s cold and
damp conditions by implementing these five maintenance tips.

Invest in new tires 

Depending on which area you live
in, winter can usher in occasional
snow and ice storms. Ensure that
your vehicle’s tires have sufficient
tread on them to grip slippery
roads. If the tread is wearing low,
invest in a new set of all-season
tires. Look for tires that have high
ratings for quality and that do well
on Consumer Reports’ ice-braking
and snow-traction tests.  You might
also consider switching out your
vehicle’s current tires with winter
ones. Winter tires will give your car
extra traction on slick routes thanks
to tread patterns and rubber
compounds designed to handle
these conditions.

Keep it clean 

Road salt can make roads less slippery, but it can also accumulate on your vehicle’s exterior and
undercarriage. Help minimize rust and corrosion by pre-treating your ride’s undercarriage with an oil
solution. This service is available at many collision shops and auto shops. Waxing your car’s outer
shell is another safeguard to protect your vehicle from damage, as DMV.org recommends. For the
most part, however, washing your vehicle after major snow storms is your vehicle’s best defense
against this abrasive substance.

Check the battery

Cold weather isn’t just rough on humans. It can also be rough on conventional batteries. When the
weather reaches 0 degrees Fahrenheit, a battery has just 50 percent of the power it has at 80 degrees
Fahrenheit, as Consumer Reports claims. Make sure to check the condition of your vehicle’s battery.
An easy way to do this is to take it to a local repair shop or auto parts store and ask them to test the
battery. Sometimes a battery just needs a charge; if it’s older than five years, however, it might be time
to buy a new one.

Maintain visibility

Foggy or icy windows can be dangerous for you and your passengers as well as others on the road.
Help keep the glass surfaces of your vehicle clear by keeping an ice scraper inside the cabin or trunk.
It’s also a good idea to make sure the car’s AC/heating system is in tip-top shape, to ensure that the
defrost function works when you need it. Lastly, check the condition of windshield wiper blades. Most
blades tend to wear out after six months of use, so if it’s been a while since you last replaced them,
purchase some new ones.

Check the fluids



Check the fluids

Make sure your vehicle has sufficient coolant to keep the radiator from freezing. Per Consumer
Reports, use a 50/5 ratio of antifreeze and water. However, if you live in an extremely chilly region,
you might want to try a 60/40 or 70/30 ratio. You’ll also want to monitor the vehicle’s oil level. Cold
temperatures can cause auto oil to thicken, which makes it harder for the engine to process it. It’s also
wise to stay up to date on your vehicle’s oil changes and oil filter replacements to make sure that the
oil is clear and flows smoothly through the filter.

With a little forethought and diligence, it’s easy to keep your vehicle functioning smoothly and
performing safely this winter.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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McRee Ford Casual for a Cause Raises over $750

Thank you to all of the McRee Ford employees and customers who donated to our Casual for a Cause
program during the month of December! We collected just over $750 this month, and the money was
used to adopt two families through the Blue Santa program through the Dickinson Police Department.
What a joy it was to shop for these families!

In addition to our Casual for a Cause donation, one of our employees organized a toy drive for her
husbands birthday. They asked friends and family to donate a new toy, and our team members at
McRee joined in. All of these gifts were donated to the Blue Santa program for additional children to
receive for Christmas.

We are very blessed by our McRee family, and what a joy to be able to pass that blessing onto others!
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McRee Technology Corner

Are you in SYNC? If not, come to McRee Ford’s popular SYNC Saturday morning class. The class will
take place on the third Saturday of each month starting at 9:30 on the showroom floor. The next
class will be Saturday, January19th, followed by a class on Saturday, February 16th. Come have
breakfast on us! This class is open to all Ford owners who need help learning to operate their SYNC
system. Please RSVP by calling 281-337-1529 or emailing sync@mcreeford.com. 
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Fitness Classes to Try in the New Year
Energizing exercise forms to add to your workout repertoire

Getting into shape, or staying in shape, is a common goal to set for the new year. But sometimes
going for a run or hitting the gym becomes tedious and a bit boring. If you’re on the hunt for a more
engaging exercise class that you
can stick with, the following five
options should fit the bill. 

Trampolining 

There’s a reason trampolining is a
trending fitness class today. Per
Livestrong, it burns more calories
than jogging — 210 calories per 30
minutes of rebounding, compared
to 105 calories per a 1-mile run at 4
mph. Just one high-intensity
session of trampolining can burn
off 700 calories or more, as Elle
contributor Katie O’Malley relates.
Many people find it a more fun
alternative cardio exercise than
running. It’s also low-impact, which
reduces tension on your joints.
Besides increasing your heart rate,
this exercise also builds balance and strength.

Yoga wheel

If you’ve dabbled in a couple of yoga classes but haven’t found the right style yet, you might want to
give yoga wheel classes a try. Like the name implies, yoga wheel incorporates the use of a cylindrical
prop to boost flexibility and enhance stretches. It assists in advanced yoga postures while opening up
the front side of the body, including your shoulders, chest, hip flexors and abdomen. Per The Journey
Junkie, you can also use the wheel for a full-spine massage that’s safe and effective.

VR spinning 

Take conventional spinning to the next level with this modern twist. This exercise fuses stationery
bike cycling with virtual reality (VR) to “trick you into working out,” according VirZOOM co-founder Eric
Janszen. Fly over picturesque landscapes on a winged horse, pursue bad guys on horseback, or
embark on some other visual adventure as you cycle your way into better health. If you have a
passion for video games and want to make workouts a bit more enjoyable, give VR spinning a whirl.

POUND® 

Described as the world’s first cardio jam session inspired by the high-energy experience of playing
the drums, POUND® isn’t for the faint of heart. This unique exercise is a fully body cardio which
blends yoga, plyometrics, isometrics and Pilates. Each 45-minute session incorporates 15,000 reps,
30 interval peaks and 70 techniques. You’ll also burn 900 or more calories per hour while
strengthening your core and increasing coordination, endurance and musicality.

Animal Flow®

This exercise is a mashup of yoga, gymnastics and breakdancing inspired by animal movements. It



enhances coordination and timing while increasing fluidity and strength. There are six main
components of Animal Flow®, per the website: flow, switches, activations, wrist mobilizations,
traveling forms and form-specific stretches. Traveling forms are exercises that imitate the movements
of certain animals, like crabs and apes. Form-specific stretches like scorpion reach or beast reach are
full body stretches that start in a static animal form then add a motion to it. If you’re looking for an
unconventional, dynamic activity, this one should suit.   

Stay active when you try one or more of these diverse workouts this year. You might find yourself
enjoying habitual exercise once again.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Unusual Christmas Movies You Forgot Existed
Shake up your holiday with these overlooked Christmas movies

Christmas movies are a much-loved part of the season, and holiday movie marathons are a mainstay
of many families’ annual traditions. Despite the merits of classics like “It’s a Wonderful Life” and
“Miracle on 34th Street,” you might be craving a little variety in your holiday viewing. If so, you should
dig a little bit deeper into Santa’s bag and pull out one of these oft-forgotten holiday and
holiday-adjacent films.

“Rare Exports: A Christmas Tale”

For some people, the relentless
nature of Christmas cheer can
become cloying. Enter “Rare
Exports: A Christmas Tale,” an
R-rated independent film out of
Finland by director Jalmari
Helander. The movie takes a much
darker view of Santa and draws on
the Central European folk character
of Krampus, a horned half-demon
creature that is associated with
Santa Claus. The film’s plot follows
a small community in the Finnish
mountains that is turned upside
down when a digging crew
uncovers something sinister in a
nearby hill. To save the
settlement’s livelihood and children, a father and son set out to capture the unleashed monster and
sell it to the company that hired the digging crew in the first place.

“Yogi’s First Christmas”

You can be forgiven if you didn’t realize Yogi Bear had a Christmas movie, because “Yogi’s First
Christmas” never left the little screen after its syndicated television debut in 1980. This nostalgia-fest
follows Yogi Bear and Boo-Boo when they are accidentally awoken from their winter hibernation,
allowing them to experience their first-ever Christmas celebration. Animator Ray Patterson, famous
for his work on classics like “Fantasia,” “Tom and Jerry” and many others, directed this enjoyable retro
romp.

“The Long Kiss Goodnight”

If you’re the sort who tries to argue that “Die Hard” is a Christmas movie, then you’ll likely have a soft
spot for the over-the-top action of “The Long Kiss Goodnight.” From filmmaker Renny Harlin, this film
follows the story of Samantha Caine, a woman who washed up pregnant on the shore in New Jersey
with no memory of her past. One Christmas, her life changes as she begins to remember her former
identity as a CIA assassin, and she decides to go on a mission with P.I. Mitch, played by Samuel L.
Jackson, to settle an old score.

“Meet Me in St. Louis”

“Meet Me in St. Louis” may not seem like a Christmas movie at first, as it follows a year in the life of
the Smith family leading up to the St. Louis World’s Fair. Esther, played by Judy Garland, falls in love
with her next-door neighbor John just as her father announces that the family will be moving to New



York the day after Christmas. The film’s exciting climax plays out on Christmas Day and sees Garland
singing a memorable rendition of “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas.”

Christmas movies run the gamut from light, family-friendly features and heartwarming stories to dark
comedies and horror. Introducing a few new films into your holiday canon can break up the monotony
of the old and well-loved classics, potentially giving your family a unique new tradition to look forward
to each year.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Vehicle Profile: 2019 Ford Edge
A family-hauler that shines in the midsize SUV segment

Versatile performance, a sophisticated cabin and protective features are three of the 2019 Ford Edge
model’s top strengths. 

Customized powertrain options 

The 2019 Edge can emphasize efficiency or energy, depending on personal preference. The model
attains up to 22 mpg in the city and 29 mpg on the highway when equipped with front-wheel drive.*
Upgrade to the 2.7-liter V6 EcoBoost® engine for a bit more potency; this version generates 335
horsepower and 380 lb-ft of torque to suit drivers who prefer a more thrilling ride. The Class II Trailer
Tow Package comes standard on the ST trim, and is available on the SEL and Titanium versions.
This option equips the Edge with 3,500-pound maximum towing capacity, to accommodate a trailer or
camper.

Spacious, comfortable cabin with an abundance of tech

A trunk space of 39.2 cubic feet
expands to 73.4 cubic feet with the
rear seats folded flat. Ford
SYNC®, four 12-volt powerpoints
and SiriusXM® Radio come
standard on the base trim. The
Titanium and ST trims include the
B&O™ Premium Sound System by
Bang & Olufsen, to elevate the
music-listening experience. Select
the Titanium trim or higher to enjoy
heated and cooled front seats;
available heated back seats will
help keep second-row passengers
cozy on chilly days. The
top-of-the-line ST trim offers
leather-trimmed seating with Miko
inserts to appease even the most
refined of tastes.

Advanced safety features 

The 2019 Edge delivers a variety of defenses to help shield passengers from harm. BLIS® with
Cross-Traffic Alert and Lane-Keeping System come standard on all trim levels, to help the driver stay
alert and avoid an impact. Available Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop-and-Go helps slow and speed
the vehicle to match the flow of traffic. Available Evasive Steering Assist technology detects a stopped
or slow-moving vehicle up ahead, taking control of the steering wheel when necessary, to eliminate a
collision.

If you’re in the market for a midsize SUV that goes beyond the basics, the 2019 Edge should suit.

*EPA-estimated city/hwy mpg for the model indicated. See fueleconomy.gov for fuel economy of other
engine/transmission combinations. Actual mileage will vary. 

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2019 Ford Explorer
The 2019 Ford Explorer represents what all SUVs aspire to be

Big, bold and blocky, the 2019 Ford Explorer is the quintessential SUV, and it has been going strong
for nearly three decades. For all its success, it has never thought to rest for even a moment, preferring
instead to keep pushing the envelope and redefine what it means to be a utility vehicle.

Eye-catching design

There’s not much to dislike when
looking at a 2019 Ford Explorer.
The dynamic grille and distinctive
signature LED lights hint at an
adventurous lifestyle, which the
20-inch wheels and straightforward
character lines enhance even
further. This is an SUV that’s
meant to go places, and a quick
look at the interior shows you’re
clearly going to get there in total
comfort. Micro-perforated, premium
Nirvana leather joins real wood
accents and unique stitching to
create a truly inviting environment
while the heated bucket seats and
twin-panel moonroof bolster
comfort and the sense of space.
Sportiness and sophistication have
never looked so good together.

Turbo engines

Two turbocharged EcoBoost® engines are offered with the 2019 Ford Explorer alongside a standard
3.5-liter V6 rated at 290 horsepower and 255 lb-ft of torque. The 2.3-liter turbocharged four-cylinder
outshines it with 280 horsepower and 310 lb-ft of torque as well as better fuel economy while the
3.5-liter twin-turbo V6 provides the greatest performance with 365 horsepower and 350 lb-ft of torque.
A six-speed automatic and front-wheel drive are standard, and all-wheel drive is optional on all but the
twin-turbo, which gets AWD no matter what. The Ford Explorer can confidently tow small trailers and
its firm suspension does a good job of preventing body roll in corners despite the SUV’s weight of
5,000 pounds.

Leading technology

Advanced technology abounds in the 2019 Ford Explorer. At its heart is SYNC® 3, an easy-to-use,
voice-activated infotainment system that can also respond to touch with the responsiveness of a
smartphone. It offers Alexa support, and with FordPass™ Connect with Wi-Fi hotspot you can
connect up to 10 devices to the internet all at once and while on the go. The Explorer also puts safety
front and center with various smart features like rain-sensing wipers, automatic high-beam
headlamps, adaptive cruise control and lane-keeping assistance.

The 2019 Ford Explorer is a true all-rounder. Its confidence-inspiring performance, advanced
convenience and safety technologies and spacious comfort make it a worthwhile SUV to have in your
garage when planning the next family road trip.



This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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5 Intriguing Art Galleries in the Texas Gulf Coast
Learn more about the art venues located along the Texas Gulf Coast

If you are searching for artistic inspiration from the natural world, then the Gulf Coast of Texas is a
must-visit spot. The cascading waves and breathtaking horizon make for spectacular sights alongside
the shores of the Lone Star State. The Texas Gulf Coast is also a great destination for discovering the
works of artists. Whether you’re looking to add a new piece to your collection or if you simply want to
see what local Texas artists are capable of creating, be sure to visit some of the following Texas art
venues. 

Affaire d’Art International Fine
Art Gallery

Galveston is primarily known as
one of Texas’ most popular tourist
destinations. What many visitors
don’t realize is that Galveston has a
thriving, growing art scene as well.
Among Galveston’s most
prestigious artistic venues is the
Affaire d’Art International Fine Art
Gallery . While this gallery
specializes in artwork created by
artists from different countries, it
certainly doesn’t lack pieces
created by Texas’ many local
artisans.

Off the Wall Gallery

Housed within Houston’s “The Galleria” shopping center, Off the Wall Gallery is conveniently located
in one of the city’s largest shopping districts. Yet, it is much more a center for the arts than it is a
business enterprise. Since its founding back in 1978, Off the Wall has hosted a number of different
artistic exhibits, including the recent “The Art of Dr. Seuss” collection. Of course, most of the pieces
featured at this venue were created by artists that call the Lone Star State their home.

Treehouse Art Collective

Situated in the Waterstreet Market district of Corpus Christi, the Treehouse Art Collective is a
collaborative venue run by several local artists. The works of more than 25 artisans are featured at this
gallery, and each piece has a distinct coastal feel to it. The artwork spans across several different
mediums, from sculptures and pottery to jewelry and photography. The venue’s Sip and Shop events
make for an excellent way to interact with other local art enthusiasts.

Bisong Art Gallery

Houston’s historic Warehouse District is one of the city’s most popular destinations. Situated in this
area of the city is the Bisong Art Gallery . The classic brick walls of the warehouse where Bison Art
Gallery is housed make the perfect backdrop for the works of art featured at this venue. The gallery is
also famous for hosting elaborate events throughout the year, with live DJs and a fully functioning bar
for libations.

Arctic Spirit Gallery

In the town of La Grange, you’ll be able to visit the Art Connections Gallery located alongside the



community’s main road. This gallery hosts pieces created by more than 100 different artists. The Art
Connections Gallery is such a popular La Grange attraction that it was voted the Best Downtown
Business in Texas by the Texas Downtown Association. With a wide assortment of events held
throughout the year, the Art Connections Gallery offers something for every type of art enthusiast.

Texans who call the Gulf Coast their home are fortunate enough to be surrounded by the beautiful
works of the Lone Star State’s most talented artists.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Ford to Implement Graphene in F-150, Mustang
Components
Ultra-strong material will improve sound deadening and resistance
to heat

Graphene, a material used in cell phones and sporting goods, will find its way into Ford vehicle parts
beginning in late 2018. Ford announced on National Nanotechnology Day that the nanomaterial,
which is 200 times stronger than steel, will be used in the manufacturing of 10 under-hood
components for the Ford F-150 and
Mustang. 

Ford will team with Eagle Industries
and XG Sciences to implement
graphene into parts like fuel rail
covers, pump covers and front
engine covers. The material is one
of the must conductive in the world
and provides a strong barrier
against sound. Tests show that the
use of graphene with foam
constituents will reduce noise by 17
percent while improving heat
endurance by 30 percent, when
compared to regular foam parts.

“We are excited about the
performance benefits our products
are able to provide to Ford and
Eagle Industries,” said Philip Rose,
XG Sciences’ chief executive officer. “Working with early adopters such as Ford Motor Company
demonstrates the potential for graphene in multiple applications, and we look forward to extending our
collaboration into other materials, and enabling further performance improvements.”

Graphene was initially isolated in 2004, and the experiment that led to its discovery resulted in a
Nobel Prize in 2010. Ford has been working with suppliers to learn about the material’s effects since
2014.

Ford expects to put the graphene-infused parts into production by the end of the year. While the
F-150 and Mustang will be the first recipients, more Ford vehicles are expected to follow.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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2019 Ford Ranger Production Begins at Ford’s
Michigan Assembly Plant
One of Ford’s most iconic manufacturing facilities will serve as the
new home for the Ranger

At the moment, one of the industry’s most highly anticipated new vehicles is the 2019 Ford Ranger.
After an eight-year hiatus, the Ranger will once again serve as a vital part of Ford’s vehicle portfolio.
The Ranger’s rebirth also represents another revival for the Ford brand. Namely, the Ranger will be
built at Ford’s Michigan Assembly Plant. In order to prepare the facilities for production of the 2019
Ford Ranger, Ford invested $850
million in the Michigan Assembly
location. 

The Ford Michigan Assembly Plant
first opened back in 1957. During
that time, production was limited to
a handful of Ford’s early station
wagon models. Starting in 1966,
the Ford Bronco was built at the
Michigan-based facility. Ford’s
Michigan Assembly Plant served
as the home of Ford Bronco
production for 30 years, until the
Bronco was eventually
discontinued. However, the Bronco
is set to return for the 2020 model
year, and, just like before, the
Michigan Assembly Plant will serve
as its official home.

“The revitalization of the Michigan Assembly Plant and renewed production of the Ford Ranger is
another exciting chapter in our state’s comeback story,” stated Michigan Governor Rick Snyder. “This
is also an opportunity to look toward its promising future with production of the all-new Ford Bronco on
the horizon.”

Before production on the 2020 Ford Bronco begins, Ford will first assemble the new 2019 Ford
Ranger at the Michigan location. During the official launch of production for the mid-size truck, plant
workers were allowed to navigate the Ranger through a custom off-road course. Off-roading is just
one of the Ford Ranger’s many specialties. Ford is capitalizing on an automotive market that currently
has a healthy appetite for pickup trucks by adding yet another model to its already impressive
portfolio. Under the hood of the 2019 Ford Ranger is a 2.3-liter EcoBoost® engine, which comes
paired with the exclusive 10-speed automatic transmission. The reborn Ranger will also come
equipped with some of the industry’s most impressive safety features, such as Pre-Collision Assist
with Automatic Emergency Braking.

“We have been waiting for this day for a long time,” said Michigan Assembly Plant Manager Erik
Williams. “The Ranger is back home in the U.S., and our employees at Michigan Assembly Plant are
thrilled to be able to build it for our customers.”

Production is already underway for the 2019 Ford Ranger at the Michigan Assembly Plant. Drivers
can expect to see the Ranger out on dealership lots sometime early next year.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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